TRENDS AND CYCLES IN NORWEGIAN
INCOME SHARES
by Odd Aukrust

1. Distribution theory and national income statistics
Classical economists, as will be remembered, approached the
problem of distribution from the functional point of view. Their
prime interest was to study the laws governing the long-term
trend of distribution in an expanding economy. They took as
their starting point the social structure of early industrialized
England, and so quite naturally selected wages, profits and rents
as the chief distribution categories to be studied. Their research
programme was formulated very clearly by Ricardo in the
following statement: 'The produce of earth . . . is divided among
three classes of the community, namely, the proprietor of the
land, the owners of the stock of capital necessary for its cultivation, and the labourers by whose industry it is cultivated. But in
different stages of society, the proportions of the whole produce
of the earth which will be allotted to each of these classes, under
the names of rent, profit and wages, will be essentially different. . . .To determine the laws which regulate this distribution,
is the principle problem in Political Economy'.l This setting of
the problem has come to dominate income distribution theory
ever since. Later generations have done much in the way of
refining analytical tools, but they have left the object of study
almost completely unchanged. As before, the reasoning in
traditional textbooks is on the distribution of income between
labour, capital and land, in a strict functional sense. Unfortunately, this does not help much towards a realistic analysis
of the distribution problems of a modem western society.
In the meantime, national income data on wages, profits, etc.,
have become available for a large number of countries. In some
countries such data are already attracting the interest of the
general public, and play an important role in discussions of
'David Ricardo: Oa tlre Pri,jciplcs of Political Ecorrotzly arzd Taxatio~t,Prcface.
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current economic issues. However, the factor shares specified in
the national accounts are usually very different from those
treated in standard textbooks, even when they carry identical
names. There is a serious gap, therefore, between economic
theory and available statistics. On one hand, we have a theory
of functional distribution running in terms of income shares
that can hardly ever be measured, with the consequence that the
theory is beyond the reach of empirical verification. On the
other hand, national accountants are increasingly accumulating
statistics that are being used and misused for political purposes,
without any sound theory being available for their correct
interpretation.
This state of affairs is unfortunate. A theory, explicitly
tailored to facilitate the interpretation of national income
statistics on distribution, seems to be much needed. Such a
theory will have to be explained in terms of income shares
which are measurable, and which reflect distinctions that are of
real significance in a modern society. It will have to deal with
cyclical fluctuations as much as with secular movements. With
respect to the latter, it must bring out what the consequences are
likely to be of important structural trends such as improving
production techniques, inter-industrial shifts, the tendency towards larger economic units and shifts from unincorporated to
incorporated enteiprises.
Steps towards a theory of this kind have been taken by
M. Kaleckil and, quite recently, by Ashok Mitra.2 However,
before an empirically founded theory can finally be formulated,
it is necessary that the statistical facts be closely analysed. The
ultimate purpose of the present paper is to add to the information already available for some countries3on actual behaviour of
distributive shares, and thus to broaden the empirical foundation
See, e.g. M. Kalecki: T1jeor.y ofEconortric Djwa,,zics, London, 1952. His ideas
\\#erefirst published in an article 'The Determinants of Distribution of the
National Income', in Econo,rrdrica, Vol. 6, No. 2, April 1938.
? Ashok Mitra: Tlje S1rar.c of Wages irr Nafio,ml I,?eo,ne,Rotterdam, 1954.
See, e.g., the following studies: Psul Milhoj, Lo,rrtdvik/inge~ri Darzmarlc
1914-1950 (The Development of Wages in Denmark 1914-1950), Ksbenhayn
1954, p. 110 R., Phelps Brown, E. H., and Hart, P. E.: 'The Share of Wages In
National Income, Ecorronric J o ~ u , a l No.
,
246, Vol. LXII, June 1952, Ragnar
Bentzel: Inkii,,~stfordelni~~gc~z
i Svwige (The Distribution of Incomes in Sweden),
Stockholm, 1952, p. 28 ff.,Edward F. Denison: 'Distribution of National Income.
Pattern of Income Shares since 1929', Sz,r~#eyof Cttrrenf Business, June 1952.Of these, only Denisons's study for theU.S. recognizes the need, clearly indicated
by Kalecki, for going bebind the national aggregates and downtoindustrygroups.
The present study is, in many respects, a Nonvegian parallel to his.
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on which a modern theory of functional distribution will have to
build.
2. Scope and method of the present study
Our intention is to analyse the behaviour of national income
shares in Norway over the period 1930-55. The figures used in
the study are based on official Norwegian national accounting
statistics1 and some unpublished material. It should be born in
mind that all income shares are measured before direct taxes, so
that the study is limited to the distribution of originating (as
distinct from disposable) income.
Our attention will be concentrated mainly on the relative
share of income flowing to wage and salary earners, as distinct
from entrepreneurial (non-wage) income. Our first concern
(Section 11) will be with long-term changes and the relation of
these changes to changes in the economic structure of the
economy. In particular we are interested in studying the effects
of inter-industrial shifts and the relative decrease in the number
of self-employed persons. In Section 111we turn to the problem
of cyclical fluctuations in the share of wages. For this purpose a
number of reclassiiications of the original statistics have been
made (see the Appendix Table) and the cyclical patterns of
various industrial groups are studied. A short summary of findings is given in Section IV. Some of our results are rather snrprising and contrary, perhaps, to what one would expect. In
general, one of the main impressions left by the study is that conclusions as to relative movements of distributive shares based on
national aggregates alone, may be seriously misleading.
Throughout, our analysis is almost entirely of a statistical
nature. What few hints there are towards 'explanation' are put
forward very tentatively.
A few remarks on statistics and concept may be needed at the
outset. The aggregate whose composition is studied, is in
Norwegian national accounting practice called 'factor income'.
This aggregate broadly corresponds to what is termed domestic
income in OEEC's Standardized System. The factor income
originating in an industry equals the net product (net value
added), less net indirect taxes, of that industry. Data on aggre'The main source has been tables 19-21 and 23 of National Accour~ts1930-36
arrd 1946-1951, (Nos. XI. 109) and National Accounts 1938 and 1948-1953,
(Nos. XI. 185) both published by the Cenlral Bureau of Statistics of Norway.
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gate factor income is available in the national accounts for the
periods 1930-39 and 1946-55. Two alternative classifications are
supplied. One is a breakdown by industry of origin, where at the
same time a distinction is made for each industry between the
amount paid out as wages (including salaries) and a residual,
called entrepreneurial income. The second classification is by
receiving sectors, giving also some information on the composition by type of non-wage incomes. The proportion of wages to
factor income, expressed as a percentage, will be referred to in
this paper as 'the wage fraction', whether for one single industry,
or a group of industries, or for the economy as a whole.
In what follows most use will be made of the classification of
income into wages and non-wage incomes by industry of origin.
However, we shall start by examining the second classification
referred to above, since this will provide a necessary background
for a correct interpretation of the wage-fraction series available
from the first classification.

1. Main changes in the distributior~pattern since 1930
Over the twenty-five years covered by our study considerable
changes have taken place in the structure of national income
shares, as is seen from Table I.
The most striking feature is, perhaps, a very strong downward
trend in net interest income of households and net income from
dwellings. A number of causes have co-operated to bring this
result. Most important has been the combination of continuously rising prices (prices increased by 10 per cent during the
1930s and nearly trebled from 1938 to 1955) and the policy of
low interest rates and strict rent control pursued since the war.
As a result the aggregate of factor income increased from
3,600 million kr. in 1930 to 19,900 million kr. in 1955, whereas at
at the same time interest payments remained more or less
constant, and net rents as computed in the national accounts
even decreased.=This is reflected in the percentage figures. Thus,
the share of aggregate factor income flowing to households as

'

Gross rents are comnuted o n the basis o f contract rental values, which since
19j8 hnve bcun Ikcpt viriu;tlly unchnngcd t h r o u ~ hrent control. A t the slme rime
upcr:tting cosls, allicll include dcprr.ci:tt!on chgrgcs and arc c n l a ~ l o ~ catd current
prices, hn\e itsrcnsed, so r11.1t ncr renrs h a r t Jccre:~se.l.
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net interest and net income from dwellings was only 1.5 per cent
in 1951-55 as against 10.3 per cent in 1930-34.
TABLE I
Factor Income of Norway by Receiving Sectors;
Percentage Distribution
(5-year averages of annual percentages)

Wages and salaries .
.
. .
Net interest income of households1
.
Income of self-employed persons from a5icu!ture, forestry and fishings .
Net lncome from dwellingsa
.
Otherprivateincomefromlabourand capit&
including savings of private corporations4.

.

1930-34 1935-39 1946-50 1951-55
--49.5
3.8

48.1
2.6

53.5
1.2

53.9
1.0

7.2
6.5

8.6
4.8

10.4
0.6

10.1
0.5

32.4
33.7
35.2
34.1
-

Total private income from labour and capital
99.4
(net) .
-1.8
Government net income from capitals.
,
Net incomeof foreignersfrom investments in
Norwayo .
2.4
Total factor income

.

99.3
-0.9

99.4
0.1

99.6

-

1.6
0.5
0.4
-100.0

100.0

100.0

1W.O

The decline in the shares just mentioned implies an upward
novement in remaining private shares, since the small shares
accruing to government and foreigners have remained fairly
constant in total. The biggest relative gain is shown by income
of self-employed persons #om agriculture, forestry a n d $shing,
which has averaged 10.2 per cent in post-war years as against
7.9 per cent in the 1930s. A similar, although less pronounced,
upward trend is found in the share of wages. Whereas the wage
fraction, according to the statistics, averaged 48.8 per cent over
the decade 1930-39, with limits 46.6 per cent and 50.3 per cent,
the corresponding average for the ten years 1946-55 was up to
Actual interestreceipts(net), including interest accruing through lifeinsurance
companies, hut excluding imputed bank interest.
' Net valuc added, lrsi(nsi) indirccr tnxes, less dcbt interest.
The Sross incomc is estimated on b;lris of preva~lingrents, a hilc depreciation
is estlmatcd on renlacemcntr cosr. Intrrrst on rnorre:!eec
isdeducted.
-~
~.
*Income (net bf interest payments) of-independents outside agriculture,
forestry, fishmg and ownership of dwellings; dividends; undistr~butedprofits of
private corporations before tax; and imputed bank interest.
'Distributed and undistributed surplus of government enterprises, plus interest
recerpts of government, less luterest on government debt.
'Interest and dividends paid abroad less interest and dividends received from
abroad.
~
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53.7 per cent. In the entire post-war period there is only one year
(namely 1951 with 49.6 per cent) showing a wage fraction within
the ranges found for the 1930s.
The gains of wage earners and agriculture have been so large
as to leave little or no room for a relative increase in remaining
private shares. If anything, it seems from the table that these
shares, which include corporate profits, have been slightly lower
in the post-war period than during the five latest years of the
1930s.
It would thus appear from Table I that the long-term development has, on the whole, been favourable to labour. However,
on closer examination one will find that this is not necessarily so,
as the following sections will show.

2. The overall wage fraction in ordinary business shows no
strong upward trend
It is clear from what has been said already that the upward
movement of the overall wage fraction is largely attributable to
trends outside the ordinary business economy. Thus we have
found that the relative lowering of rents has had the effect of very
considerably lowering aggregate entrepreneurial income, as
calculated in the national accounts, without having had any
corresponding influence on total wages. This, however, is not
the only factor that has been at play. Equally important must
have been the strong upward trend in the number of persons
engaged in the civil service. Since the wage fraction of the civil
service industries is, by definition, 100 per cent, any relative
increase of them must tend to increase the overall wage fracti0n.l
In Norway, this tendency has been strong enough to definitely
outweigh the opposite tendency caused by the relative decline of
domestic services.
What has been said in the last paragraph is clearly illustrated
by Chart A. Here, the national economy has been classified into
'ordinary business' and a 'non-business g r o ~ p .For
' ~ each of the
groups the wage fraction has been calculated and plotted against
the wage fraction for the entire economy. The graph shows that
Thisis shown by Denison (OD.cir.) to have been the case for theunited States,
and the suspicion rhdt th~.snnictendency will be found in most countrirs.
-This group h:.s b e ~ ntaken to in;lodc all br;tnchcs of civil scr\,icc (but not
eo\crnmcnt untcroriies).
~ ~orvnershio
~ . of. d\\,cllinas. domestic services. hunt~ne.
&n<trucliun 2nd rcpair tvorl: un ow;l ducllinfs, ci:.'~hc. justification io; includi<i
houie oanvrihip in rhis group 15 the Tact that in Non\xy, moil dwellings xrc.
onncd by rhcir o:cupanrs, eitlicr dir;ctl) or through houhin:: vu.opurntives.

~.~
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the upward shift of the wage fraction, so clearly marked for the
economy as a whole, more or less disappears when ordinary
business is studied in isolation. For ordinary business the wage
fraction averaged 48.9 per cent in the 1930s as compared with
50.4 per cent in the post-war period. However, this difference,
small as it may seem, has some significance. We shall see later
that the wage fraction shows a typical counter-cyclical movement, so that for this reason a decline rather than an increase in
the post-war average as compared with that of the pre-war
period would have had to be expected.
3. The share of wages and inter-industrial shifts
We turn now to a closer examination of the factors accounting
for the upward trend of the wage fraction. In particular, we are
interested in isolating the effect that inter-industrial shifts may
have had in this development.
The wage fraction varies considerably among industries.
Main factors causing differences are, apart from the bargaining
position of employees, (i) the varying proportion of the number
of self-employed persons, as compared with the number of
employees, in diierent industries, (ii) the varying degree to
which industries use other factors of production besides labour,
(iii) variations in the general prosperity of Merent industries.
At one extrcme, the Norwegian fishing industry, where the
overwhelming proportion of the labour force are self-employed
persons, typically has a wage fraction of only 2-3 per cent. At
the other extreme there are a number of public utility industries,
such as railroad and gas, traditionally running at a loss, where
the wage fraction considerably exceeds 100 per cent. In general,
the wage fractioii is much lower in agriculture, forestry and
fishing than in other commodity production and transport.
If industries with high wage fractions expand faster than
industries with low wage fractions, there will be an increase in
the overall wage fraction even if the wage fraction of individual
industries remain constant. Therefore, changes in the overall
wage fraction are the combined effects of two sets of causes:
(i) changes in the wage fractions within individual industries, for
whatever reasons; and (ii) changing weights of industries,
whether caused by shifts in the labour force or other factors.
The effect of each of these sets of causes, over a given period,
can be isolated if we compare the actual wage fraction with a
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hypothetical one, computed on the assumption that the wage
fraction of each individual industry would have remained
constant over the period in question. Such computations have
been carried out for some post-war years, using as weights the
average wage fractions of individual industries in the years
1935-39. The results are snmmarized for the economy as a whole
in Table 11.
TABLE

n

Changes in the Wage Fraction from 1935-39 to Post- War
Years, Decomposed to Isolate the Effect of Inter-Industrial
Shifts: Entire Economy
Of Which Due to:
Actual change
in the Wage
Fractions
Changing Wage
(Percentage Inter-industrial Fractions WithPoints)
Shifts
in Individual
Industries

From 1935-39 to:
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.

(1)

(2)

(3)

+6.0
4-4.5
+4.8
+5.9
i5.6
+1.5
+4.7
+9.5

+3.5
+5.3
+5.4
t4.9
+5.1
+4.9
f5.1
+5.6

+2.5
-0.8
-0.6
+1.0
f0.5
-3.4
-0.4
+3.9

The main finding is that the observed higher level of the over-

all wage fraction in post-war years is simply an effect of the
relative expansion of industries with high wage fractions. Thus,
for 1947 the observed wage fraction was 52.6 per cent, which is
4.5 percentage points higher (Col. 1) than the average for the
five years 1935-39. However, this was 0.8 percentage points less
(Col. 3) than the wage fraction should have been that year, had
the wage fractions of all individual industries remained at their
1935-39 level. Thus, a change of +5.3 percentage points (Col. Z),
must have been due to inter-industrial shifts. It will be noticed
that the effect of inter-industrial shifts was about the same size
in all years, according to the computations, whereas the effect of
changes in the wage fractions of individual industries fluctuated
considerably.
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It is interesting to note that changes in the wage fraction of
individual industries have been particularly unfavourable to
labour in manufacturing. This is clear from Table 111. Even
within manufacturing the disproportionate expansion of industries has been in the direction of tending to increase the wage
TABLE III

Changes in the Wage Fraction from 1935-39 to Post- War
ears, Decomposed to Isolate the Effect of Inter-Industrial
Shifts: Manufacturing
Of Which Due to:
Actual Change
in the Wage
Changing Wage
Fraction
(Percentage Inter-industrialFractrons WithShifts
in Individual
Pomts)
Industries
From 1935-39 to:
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

(1)

.

.

.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.

-5.5
-4.5
-5.1
-1.4
-1.2
-3.2
-0.7
-0.2

(2)

(3)

+1.4
+3.1
+3.0
+2.9
+3.5
i4.0
+3.5
i3.3

-6.9
-7.6
-8.1
-4.3
-4.7
-7.2
-4.2
-3.5

fraction (Col. 2), although less so than for the economy as a
whole. Nevertheless, the actual wage fraction in all years was
much below pre-war level (Col. 1). This was due to the fact, that,
on the whole, the wage fraction of individual manufacturing
industries deteriorated considerably, as is seen from Col. 3. (A
deterioration of 7.2 percentage points, as in 1951, means that
wage and salary earners that year received 350 million kr.less
than they would have got on the 1935-39 distribution pattern,
which compares with their actual share of 2,543 million kr.)
A note of warning must be given as to the interpretation of
the above results. The analysis leaves no doubt that the wage
fraction within most industries has been definitely lower after
the war than during the period 1935-39. It does not necessarily
follow from this, however, that the income distribution after the
war has been less favourable to wage and salary earners than in
the 1930s. This is an entirely different question. To answer it, a
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ilumber of other factors - such as the number of employed
relative to self-employed persons, the size of the labour force
compared to that of other factors of production, and the effect of
direct taxation- will have to be analysed. This, in general, is
outside the scope of the present paper. However, our treatment
of the long-term development of the wage fraction would be
incomplete unless a note is added concerning the significance of
changes within the labour force.
4. Effects of the relative increase in the number of employees
Over the period in question the number of employeeshas been
constantly increasing relatively to that of self-employed and
employers. This has been partly due to inter-industrial shifts, in
particular the relative decline of agriculture and fishing; and
perhaps the importance of incorporated business has also been
increasing. Whatever the causes may be, the relative growth of
the number of wage and salary earners must by itself have
tended to raise the share of wages in national income.
The extent to which this has been the case may be examined
by means of a graphic presentation used for the first time by
Phelps Brown and Hart in their recent study of the English wage
fracti0n.l A Phelps Brown-Hart diagram for Norway, for the
economy as a whole, is shown in Chart B.
In the diagram is measured, along the vertical axes, the share
p of wages in total factor income, that is, the wage fraction, and
along the horizontal axes the proportion t of wage earners to
all occupied persons. Thus, any year will be represented in the
diagram by a point corresponding to the actual combination
(t, p) of that year. When these points are connected year by year,
they will form a time-path through the Chart, the direction of
which it is interesting to study. If the path is a horizontal line
over a certain span of time, it means that the share of wages
remained constant while the proportion of wage earners
changed. If the path is vertical, it means that the wage fraction
changed even though the proportion of wage earners to total
labour force remained constant.
In such a diagram the slope of the path will indicate whether
average wage earnings have risen or fallen relatively to other
incomes. According to Brown and Hart, two criteria may be
'Loc. cir.
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used to form a judgment on this. First, we may ask whether
average wage earnings have born a steady ratio, r, to the average
income of all occupied persons, this will be the case if the path
forms a straight line through origin (a radian). Secondly, we
may ask whether the development has been such as to keep the
average income of 'other people' a constant multiple, s, of
average wage earnings, in which case the path will, in general,
be a curved line.
Some constant-r lines and constant-s curves, for various
values of r and s, are shown in Chart B. We can now read from
the graph on both criteria what has happened to the relative
position of the average wage earner. Thus, using the s-curves we
find that the average earnings of 'other people' in the beginning
of the 1930s was 1.2-1.3 times that of the average wage-earner
(s-1.2-1.3). Towards the end of the decade this proportion
changed against the wage earners, s now being about 1.5. In
post-war years the value of s has been even higher than this.
Thus we have to conclude that, since 1930, average wage
earnings have not kept pace with the average income of 'other
people'. This is true irrespective of the fact that the overall wage
fraction has increased. The overall wage fraction, therefore, is
an unreliable guide to problems of income distribution as far as
long-term changes are concerned.

1. Business cycle pattern ofthe wagefiaction
We now turn our interest to the movements of the wage
fraction over the business cycle. A priori, one would, of course,
expect' that interest and rent, since they are largely contractual,
will behave slightly contra-cyclically but not very strongly so,
and that the effects of the business cycle will show up mainly in
the shares flowing to wage earners and entrepreneurs. Within
these groups, one would expect entrepreneurial incomes to
fluctuate more violently than wages, and for this reason to
behave cyclically, whereas wages ought to show a countercyclical pattern.
These hypothesis are confirmed by the statistics. With respect
to wages this is clear already from chart A. In particular, when
the ordinary business sector is considered in isolation from non-
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business activity, the counter-cyclical movement of the wage
fraction stands out quite clearly. The wage fraction reaches
extremely low levels in the peak economic years 1930, 1937 and
1951. The corresponding drop in 1947 shows up less distinctly,
but even for this year a drop is to be observed. In periods where
the general economic situation slackens as in 1931-33, 1938,
1949-50, 1953 the wage fraction rises again, to reach its highest
levels when economic activity is at a low point.
It seems that the troughs are less prolonged than the peaks,
and show up much less sharply the latter. If this is so, it means
that the effects of booms on the wage fraction are sudden and
violent, whereas the downward swings of the business cycle
work out their influence more gradually.
A classification of the ordinary business industries into three
groups : trade and other service industries, excluding transport;
agriculture, forestry and fishing; and other commodity production and transport (Chart C), shows some interesting features.
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CHART
C. Wage fractions for special groups of industries (non-businessexcluded)
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The counter-cyclical pattern can be traced in all three components. It is least marked in agriculture, forestry and fishing, as
might be expected. The surprising feature is that the cyclical
swings show up with about the same strength in the two
remaining series, in particular during the 1930s, although with
some difference in timing. This is unexpected, since the greater
relative importance of fixed capital costs and other factors would
have led one to expect more violent fluctuations within the
commodity production and transport group thin within the
services group (which is dominated by the distribution trade).
One explanation may be, though, that the service industries are
less likely than other industries to cut wage expenses in depression years by cutting the number of employees. However, in the
case of the service industries the statistics used are so weak that
the findings on this point are not conclusive.
2. Cyclical movements originate in export industries
Can any explanation of the cyclical pattern of wages and
entrepreneurial incomes be found? A glance at the basic
statistics of the national accounts leaves us with an extremely
heterogeneous picture of the way in which the wage fraction
behaves. In fact, variations amongst individual industries are so
great, both as regards cyclical movements and trends, as to make
it seem very doubtful whether any simple explanation of the
behaviour of the wage fraction can be found.
However, it turns out that a simple reclassif?cation of the
original material brings order out of chaos. In Chart D the
forty-seven industries distinguished in the national accounts
have been classified into 'export industries' and 'home market
industries' (again non-business activity has been left out), and
the wage fraction has been computed for each group separately.
It then becomes apparent that six export industries' account for

'

Thc industries cl:tssified ;IS export industries nr: !\,haling, mctal mining,
mcrill extmctjng, chcn~icals,pulp and paper, andshipping. Each ofthcscindustrics
in most years export 75 ocr ccnt ur more of their o u t ~ u r .The welphts
. ol'these
industries in theexport tbtal were:

Whaling I
Metal mimnp

.

.

1975
.
-..

9.1

1950
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the greater part of the anti-cyclical behaviour of the allover wage
fraction. For the export group the drop of the wage fraction is
very distinct in all peak years (1930, 1937, 1947, 1951 and 1955).
They are much less noticeable, if noticeable at all, in industries
classified as home market industries.
One further point: the suggestion made earlier, that years with
extremely low values of the wage fraction are fewer than years
with high values, are confirmed by Chart D. That is, judging

CHARTD. Wage fractions for export and home market industries
(non-business excluded)

from the statistics on income shares, periods of extreme
prosperity are of a shorter duration than the intermediate
periods of depression or recession.
Even among the export industries the movement of the wage
fraction is by no means uniform. Individual variations are, i n
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fact, very great. This applies as well to the location of turning
points as to amplitudes and trends. With the exception of
whaling, however, they all fit in fairly well with the pattern
conveyed by Chart D. As will be clear from the weights of the
individual industries, shipping is the industry contributing most
to the general picture.
The very marked counter-cyclical movement of the wage
fraction within the export industries, with heavy but short-lived
falls in boom years, are obviously a consequence of the structure
of the market for their products. To generalize, the outstanding
feature of this structure (which also accounts for the very considerable improvement of Norway's terms of trade usually
taking place in years of high international activity), seems to
be that the short-term world supply curves of the goods and
services in question (e.g. pulp and shipping services) becomes
very inelastic as production reaches a certain point. Thus, when
world demand expands above certain limits, prices are likely to
rise steeply. Profits rise with prices, and as a consequence the
wage fraction goes down.
3. Export industries and home market industries are dzzerent

also with respect to trend
Apart from showing that the short-term movements of the
overall wage fraction are dominated by the export industries,
Chart D also brings out an interesting contrast with respect
to the trends of the two series. It has been pointed out above
that the overall wage fraction has increased only insignificantly
from pre-war to post-war years if the non-business sectors
are omitted from the analysis. It can now be seen that this
relative constancy is the net effect of strong, but opposite
trends in home market industries and export industries.
Within the home market industries (non-business sectors
excluded) the trend of the wage fraction has been clearly upwards. The wage fraction averaged 52.6 per cent in the post-war
period against only 46.7 per cent in the 1930s.
In contrast to this, the trend within the export industries has
been downwards, and the wage fraction has been on a very much
lower level after the war than before the war. The reasons for
this may be many. Part of the explanation probably is that
export industries have gradually become more capital intensive,
so that for this reason capital gets a larger share. Even more
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decisive has been the fact that the market situation for these
industries has been much improved after the war. It is certainly
also of importance that the products of the export industries
have not, in general, been subject to price control, as have most
products of the home market industries in the post-war period.
4 . The dzFerent cyclical pattern of the wage slzare in home
market industries and export industries within commodity
production and transport
All industries treated as export industries in the above
analysis are within the group that in Chart C was classified as
'commodity production and transport' (except agriculture). For
this group, as a whole, it has been found that the wage fraction
behaved clearly counter-cyclically. The findings of the last
section suggest that this may be largely an effect of the export
industries, and that it may pay to look into the matter once
more.
Chart E has been prepared in order to isolate the movement of
the wage fraction for home market industries within the commodity production and transport group, excluding agriculture.
The results brought to light are rather astonishing. Not only do
we find repeated the picture, seen also from Chart D, of the
opposite trends of the wage fraction within exporting and home
market industries, but within the latter group the wage fraction
is now seen, by and large, to move in the same direction as the
trade cycle, that is, cyclically rather than counter-cyclically.
Within this important group of industries, therefore, which
account for something between one-third and one-half of all
factor income originating within ordinary business, the general
assumption of the counter-cyclical movement of the wage
fraction does not seem to hold.
Another interesting point is that the curve representing home
market industries appears to lag slightly behind that of the
export industries. That is to say, within industries producing
commodities or transport services for the home market, the
wage fraction stays at a maximum some time after the wage
fraction of the export industries has reached a minimum. A
possible explanation of this could be that, as the profit of export
industries reaches extreme heights, and import prices and the
cost of living index move upwards (as is usually the case during
an international boom), wage-earners will in general press for,
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and receive, higher wages. Since higher wages cannot be expected to be reflected immediately in higher prices, the effect will
be a temporary reduction in entrepreneurial income and a

CHARTE. Wage fractions for commodity production (except agriculture) and transport, seperately for home market and export (nonbusiness excluded)
corresponding rise in the wage fraction in all industries. It must
be stressed, however, that what has just been said is nothing
more than a crude hypothesis, which needs much closer study if
it is to be verified.=
'Compare, however, the following observation by Dunlop: 'Change* in the
terms of trade may effect the relative movements of real and monev warre rates in

MOGY
Wage Ratis', &onomic Jor,r?~ol,VoI. Xii'III, p. 415, September 1938.
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Main jindings
Our chief findings inay be briefly summarized as follows:
(1) Considerable changes have taken place in the relative size
of different national income shares since 1930. Net interest
and net income from dwellings have been steadily declining
in relative magnitude. The greatest relative gain has been
in earnings of self-employed persons in agriculture,
forestry and fishing. Other entrepreneurial incomes have
shown no definite trend. The share of wages has gone up
from 48.8 per cent of total factor income in average over
the 1930s to 53.7 per cent on the average for the post-war
years.

(2) However, although the wage fraction has been rising, the
proportion of wage and salary earners to all occupied
people has risen even faster: thus average wage earnings
have tended to decrease relatively to the average earnings
of 'other people'.
(3) The increase of the overall wage fraction is due to interindustrial shifts, rather than to increasing wage fractions
of individual industries. Most of the increase is accounted
for by trends outside the ordinary business sector, such as
the growth of civil service industries.
(4) The observed relative constancy of the wage fraction in
ordinary business is the combined effect of opposite trends
within the two groups, export industries and home market
industries. Within export industries the wage fraction has
shown a strong downward tendency, whereas it has been
slightly increasing in industries working for the home
market.

(5) Over the period studied the overall wage fraction has
behaved in a clearly counter-cyclical manner, reaching
its lowest values in peak years. It seems that the troughs
are less prolonged than the peaks and show up less
sharply than the latter.
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(6) Export industries behave differently from home market
industries with respect, also, to the cyclical pattern. In
fact, the counter-cyclical behaviour of the overall wage
fraction is almost completely accounted for by six export
industries, shipping being the most important single
industry within this group. Within home market industries
as a whole cyclical movements are rather weak. However,
there are important differences within this group. Thus,
for commodity production and transport industries, seUing on the home market, the wage fraction appears to have
behaved cyclically rather than counter-cyclically.

TABLE N (confbtued)
Wages and salaries as percentage of factor income

1

1 / 1

1930 1931 1932

1

I

1

1

/

1953 1954 1955

1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952
--------- ---------

Wagefrncfions
Entireeconomy
48.5 50.4 49.9 49.8 48.8 48.1
46.5 49.1 49.5 54.1 52.6 52.9 54.0 53.6 49.6 52.7 55.8 54.7 55.2
Non-business
. 49.5 48.3 46.8 46.3 46.6 47.7 47.5
49.3 50.4 50.6 53.1 76.6 77.9 78.9 77.5 76.2 76.6 77.8 76.2 73.9 72.9
Ordinambusiness. 48.2 51.0 50.7 50.8 49.5 48.2 47.1 45.8 48.7 48.7 50.4 49.3 49.6 50.9 50.7 46.4 49.6 52.9 52.0 52.6

.

Ordinary business:
Agriculture, forestry,fishing
.
Commodity production,transport
Of which for
homemarket .
Trade and other
services
.
Home market
industries.
.
Exportindustries.

27.0

28.2

26.5

29.4 26.6 23.7

58.3 61.6 60.2 58.4 58.7 58.7
57.0 56.3 56.5

55.5

55.8

40.9 43.5 44.6 46.1 43.8

25.9

24.8

56.2 54.4 57.3

56.3

24.7

24.4

56.4 56.4 59.0 59.1 57.2
42.3 40.1

39.7 44.7

44.6

26.5 26.5
56.0

25.7 24.3

55.2 56.0 59.5

23.6 20.9

23.6

24.8

21.5

22.6
59.1

58.7

52.7

57.1 61.1 60.7

65.6

67.8

68.5

58.7 60.5

60.3

64.0

52.3 48.5

48.8

47.2 46.7

66.8

45.2 46.6 48.7

45.6 46.9 47.5 48.1 46.6 45.5 45.4 45.9 47.9 47.7 50.9 51.0 50.7 51.5 52.6 52.1 53.4 54.3
61.0 78.4 72.4 66.6 67.5 65.4 55.7 45.1 52.8 54.0 47.8 41.2 44.0 47.5 42.8 30.0 36.6 46.6

65.2 66.6
48.7

51.7

52.7 54.9
48.5 72.8

